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Ava I gives  ample sitting space. The tidy silhouette is easily dressed up 
or down, with its castered turned legs beneath three seat cushions and 
separated drawstring back. 
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Ava II with three seat cushions has a 
decidedly elegant appearance with a 
waterfall skirt. 

Additional Styles in this Collection  

BC720-S-T3WE

AVA II

Ava III is easily dressed up or down. 
The drawstring back brings distinction 
to the silhouette while turned legs 
match any decor. 

BC720-S-T2LE 

AVA II

Ava IV is easily dressed up or down. 
The drawstring back distinction to the 
silhouette while tapered legs match 
any decor. 

BC720-S-T2KE  

AVA IV
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TRADE ONLY PRICING 
ALL PRICES COM, FOB PLANT 

Ava I   
Ava I
Ava III 
Ava IV   

$1,975
$2,125
$1,975
$2,075

   

  

Back Pillows     

Change from 3 backs to 2 backs  No Charge    

Change from knife edge to boxed edge or vice versa No Charge   

 No Charge   

Seat Cushions     

Change from 3 seats to 2 seats  No Charge    

Add Self Decking $75    

Change to bench seat $110    

 No Charge   

Base Style     

Replace exposed foot  with waterfall skirt $150    

Replace exposed foot with kickpleat skirt $100    

Replace kickpleat skirt with waterfall skirt $100    

Replace any skirt with exposed leg No charge   

Add Exposed Wood Base (Maple) $175  
Change Exposed Leg Style to Other Stock Leg Style  No Charge    

Add metal caster (cup or drive in) $35 per Caster   

Trim     

Eliminate Welt from Cushions and Pillows No Charge 
Eliminate Welt from frame No Charge 

Cord (std size up to 5/8" dia) $40  

 $200    

 No Charge 
Add Nail Trim around perimeter of base $200    
Outline front of arms with Nail Trim (square cushion 
styles) $75  

  

Outline front of arms with Nail Trim (T-cushion styles) $40    

    

Misc     

Increase seat depth to relaxed depth (adds 2" to std) $150    

Change Seat Depth to any other dimension 
   

Add width, in 1” increments 

 

$150 

 

Reduce Width 

    

Change both seat depth and width, in 1” increments 

 

  

$150 
+ $35/inch of 

change 

 

 
 

 
 

$150 
+ $35/inch of 

change 

$150 
+ $35/inch of 

change 


